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Abstract—As an effective scheme often adopted for performance tuning in many-core processors, task migration provides an
opportunity for “hot” tasks to be migrated to run on a “cool” core that has a lower temperature. When a task needs to migrate from one
processor core to another, the migration can embark on numerous modes defined by the migration paths undertaken and/or the
destinations of the migration. Selecting the right migration mode that a task shall follow has always been difficult, and it can be more
challenging with the existence of dark cores that can be called back to service (reactivated), which ushers in additional task migration
modes. Previous works have demonstrated that dark cores can be placed near the active cores to reduce power density so that the
active cores can run at higher voltage/frequency levels for higher performance. However, the existing task migration schemes neither
consider the impact of dark cores on each application’s performance, nor exploit performance trade-off under different migration
modes. Unlike the existing task migration schemes, in this paper, a runtime task migration algorithm that simultaneously takes both
migration modes and dark cores into consideration is proposed, and it essentially has two major steps. In the first step, for a specific
migration mode that is tied to an application whose tasks need to be migrated, the number of dark cores is determined so that the
overall performance is maximized. The second step is to find an appropriate core region and its location for each application to
optimize the communication latency and computation performance; during this step, focus is placed on reducing the fragmentation of
the free core regions resulting from the task migration. Experimental results have confirmed that our approach achieves over 50%
reduction in total response time when compared to recently proposed thermal-aware runtime task migration approachess.
Index Terms—Task migration, many-core, dynamic resource allocation, dark cores.
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I NTRODUCTION

M

ANY- CORE chips have been the power engine to drive
up the performance of cloud computing, big data
services, and artificial intelligence. A typical many-core chip
these days contains a few tens or even thousands of processor cores, and the number of cores is expected to continue to
grow. As more cores are added into a single chip, the chip
power density also climbs at a rapid rate, which imposes
a serious challenge in thermal management [1], [2]. To
mitigate this problem, a portion of the chip (i.e., a few cores)
may have to be powered off to avoid overheating of the chip,
giving rise to the so-called dark silicon phenomenon [3]
that apparently causes under-utilization of precious system
resources [4].
To minimize the system performance penalty otherwise
introduced by the dark cores, they shall be placed near the
active cores where the heat generated by the active cores
can be dissipated due to temperature gradient between the
dark and active cores [5], [6]. Doing so, an active core shall
be allowed to run at a higher voltage/frequency (V/F) level
because an active core tends to dissipate heat better when it
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Fig. 1. (a) Task migration following the globally coolest mode. (b) Task
migration following the neighbor swapping mode.

is close to dark cores that have lower temperatures.
One big problem in [5], [6] is that since tasks are bounded
to specific cores throughout the duration of task execution,
little can be done to react to the overheating problem when it
emerges. However, this thermal overheating problem can be
mitigated by adopting a task migration strategy that allows
tasks running at a hot core to migrate to a processor core
with lower temperatures (“cooler” cores). The task migration approaches [7]–[10] migrate a task running on an overheated core to another core that has a lower temperature.
The first issue is to determine how many dark cores should
be allocated to the currently running applications, and how
many dark/free cores should be reserved for the incoming
applications. Allocating many dark cores to the running applications can improve their performance, as the active cores
are able to run at a higher V/F level by placing many dark
cores near them. However, when new application arrives,
there might be insufficient number of free cores available
for them. As a result, newly arrived applications may have
to wait to be serviced until some applications finish their
execution, which incurs performance degradation.
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Another issue related to task migration is how to determine the migration mode for the “hot” tasks. Directly linked
to the system performance, a migration mode stipulates
how the hot tasks migrate and the destinations to which hot
tasks migrate. There are generally two migration modes: 1)
globally coolest, where hot tasks are migrated to the globally
coolest cores, and 2) neighbor swapping, where a hot task
running on a core only migrates to run on one of the core’s
neighboring cores. In the globally coolest mode, two communicating tasks might respectively migrate to two cores
that are far apart, incurring high communication latency
between them, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). In addition, it might
also lead to core fragmentation [11] that free cores from
any single contiguous region are just inadequate to accommodate the computing needs of an incoming application,
although the total number of free cores on the chip may still
exceed the number of cores required to run the application.
If applications have to be mapped to non-contiguous cores,
there will be obvious performance penalty due to increased
communication distances [11]. In the neighbor swapping, although the communication distance of tasks can be reduced,
the core running the hot task finds no thermal gradient, as
shown in Fig. 1 (b). In this case, the hot tasks may have to
slow down or halt to generate less heat and make room for
heat dissipation.
To address the deficiencies of the above two schemes, in
this paper, we propose a dynamic task migration scheme.
Two control knobs, the number of dark cores for each
application and the migration mode of each application,
are tuned at runtime to optimize the performance of both
the currently running applications and the incoming ones.
Three migration modes are defined based on analyzing the
application and system characteristics. These task migrations are performed in a confined application core region
to avoid long communication distance and fragmentation.
The number of dark cores for each application, which defines each application’s core region size, is selected by a
search tree algorithm. The proposed dynamic task migration
scheme assigns a core region and selects the migration
mode for each application to optimize the overall system
performance, including communication latency and waiting
time. The key contributions of this approach are as follows:
1)
2)

3)

Migration modes are defined for different applications according to their characteristics.
A dynamic task migration algorithm is proposed to
optimize both communication latency (by keeping
low distance of communicating tasks) and computation performance (by setting active cores to run
at a high frequency and migrating them to cold
cores in case of overheating). Each application is
restricted to migrate within a core region, which can
alleviate fragmentation (a situation where free cores
are scattered and not forming a contiguous region).
Experimental results have confirmed that the proposed dynamic task migration approach can reduce
the total response time by up to 52% over existing
methods.

This work marks a significant extension of previous
work reported in [12], specifically with the following new
contributions:

2

1)

2)

The waiting time model is replaced by a staircase
function, which is computed by an algorithm that
estimates the waiting time of each application more
precisely.
The task migration algorithm is improved by exploiting the shapes and locations of application core
regions. The algorithm selects the best number of
dark cores, a migration mode, and the best shape
and location of the core region for each application
to improve system performance.

Correspondingly, we update the experimental results with
the new evaluations of the proposed dynamic task migration algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews related work, followed by system model definition
in Section 3. Sections 4 details the proposed dynamic task
migration scheme, and performance of this algorithm is
fully evaluated and the results are reported in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

R ELATED W ORK

Allocating the resources of a multi-/many-core system to
the applications must take into account the nature of the
tasks and their communication patterns. This optimization
problem and its variations have been studied extensively
in the literature [13], [14]. In this section, we will survey
runtime resource allocation algorithms with and without
task migration, particularly those that concern the mapping
of dark cores.
2.1

Application Mapping

Several resource allocation approaches that deal with mapping the tasks of an application to cores have been proposed to deliver either the highest system throughput or
application performance. Existing runtime application mapping algorithms relevant to the performance and thermal
management (that defines the scope of this paper) can
be classified into 1) communication-oriented, or 2) powerand/or thermal-oriented.
Communication-oriented mapping algorithms map
communicating tasks of each application to the cores close
to each other so that the communication overheads tend
to be reduced [15]–[17]. These approaches, however, do
not consider the thermal issues that may cause physical
damages to the chip itself and reduce the system reliability.
Power- and/or thermal-oriented mapping algorithms,
on the other hand, guarantee the thermal safety by either
taking into account the power budget [18], [19], or directly
dealing with the temperatures of the cores [20]. Since most
of the proposed algorithms use a pessimistic power constraint to avoid thermal violations, they might lead to suboptimal performance.
Since the proposed scheme migrates tasks when hot
spots occur, the tasks can still run at a high V/F level
to avoid performance degradation caused by a pessimistic
power constraint.
2.2

Dynamic Resource Allocation with Task Migration

Communication-oriented application mapping methods
[15]–[17] might cause the active cores to run at a high
frequency, which contributes to the rise of the chip temperature. To keep the chip at a safe temperature, some dynamic
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resource allocation approaches have been proposed. They
either employ voltage/frequency scaling to some cores to
reduce computation induced power consumption [21], or
shut down a few very “hot” cores and give them time to
cool down [22]. In both cases, there is a performance penalty,
assuming the tasks have to stay running at the same core
from the beginning to the end.
The performance problems of above mentioned resource
allocation algorithms can somehow be addressed with runtime task migration, that a task running on an overheated
core shall be allowed to migrate to run on another core that
has a lower temperature. With task migration, the resource
allocation is achieved in a dynamic-tuning fashion [8], [23],
[24]. Note that the existing task migration algorithms can
also be classified into 1) communication-oriented, 2) powerand/or thermal-oriented.
Power- and/or thermal-oriented migration algorithms
focus on reducing peak temperature or maximizing the
power of the chip under a thermal constraint [2], [7]–[11],
[25], [26]. In [2], [14], hot tasks are migrated to the globally
coolest cores or randomly-picked cool cores, which does
not take into account the intra-application task communication overhead. A different approach is taken in [7], [9],
[26], where hot tasks are migrated to neighbor cores if
the latters are cooler, which might lead to scattered free
cores. These approaches result in increased communication latency or fragmentation that may have negative impacts on applications to be launched. Compared to existing
power- and/or thermal-oriented migration algorithms, the
proposed scheme allocates a contiguous core region to each
application and only migrates tasks within each application’s core region to reduce the communication distance and
fragmentation of free core regions.
Communication-oriented migration algorithms focus on
minimizing the communication latency while migrating
tasks [10], [27]–[29]. However, most of them do not consider thermal constraint, or use a pessimistic power budget when making task migration decisions. Compared to
existing communication-oriented migration algorithms, the
proposed scheme takes thermal issue into account.
2.3

Resource Allocation Exploiting Dark Cores

As more cores are integrated in a single chip, the chips see
a rapid increase in power density, which brings in a great
challenge in thermal management. One way to guarantee
the thermal safety is to power off a portion of the cores,
referred as the dark silicon phenomenon [3], and these
powered-off cores are referred as dark cores.
A few application mapping algorithms use dark cores
to boost performance for multiple applications [5], [6],
[30]. The basic idea of these works is to place the dark
cores around the active cores to boost the frequency and
performance of the active cores. Communication distance
between two tasks increases if they have dark cores inserted
between them for the purpose of heat dissipation. Therefore,
although active cores can possibly run at a higher frequency
level with dark cores being placed around them, the applications might suffer from increased communication overhead,
resulting in poorer performance, as the cases reported in
[5], [6]. [30] took a different approach to optimize both
the communication distance and computation performance
simultaneously by adjusting the location of the dark cores.
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Compared to existing dark-core-aware methods where the
task-to-core mapping is fixed, our proposed scheme can
avoid thermal hotspots by task migration.
Besides application mapping, another important aspect
in resource allocation is task migration, and it happens
when some cores are overheated, as the case in [31]. The
tasks are migrated to the previously power gated cores. In
this manner, the active cores and dark cores “shuffle” their
ON/OFF status. However, it leads to low system utilization
because a single application occupies a large area of the chip,
i.e., many cores are power gated, making it not suitable for
systems with high workload. Compared to the dark-coreaware task migration methods, our scheme can optimize the
overall system performance by allocating different numbers
of dark cores to applications.

3
3.1

S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Many-core Platform Model

In this paper, a many-core system is made of a set of cores
connected by an interconnection network, which comes
with a 2D mesh topology with bidirectional links. Each core
has a processing unit, an L1 cache, an L2 cache bank, and a
network interface.
Each core has coordinates of (x, y). Given an N ×
M (M ≤ N ) mesh system, the core at the top-left corner
is indexed as (0, 0), which is set to be the global manager,
while the core at the bottom-right corner is indexed as
(N −1, M −1). The temperature of each core needs to be sent
to the global manager. Table 1 lists the notations used in this
paper. The application allocation and resource management
are done in a centralized manner by the resource manager.
The migration algorithm is executed by the global control
algorithm running on the global manager core.
3.2

Application Model

Each application i is modeled as a directed graph Ai =
(Di , Ei ), also listed in Table 1. Each task d ∈ Di bears an
execution time (ExecTime) of the task when it is mapped
onto a core. The ExecTime for each task is taken as its worstcase execution-time (WCET) and remains fixed for a given
operation frequency of the core that runs the application.
For each edge e ∈ Ei in the task graph, it has a weight of
communication volume ei,j from tasks di to dj . A mapping
function M (d) = c, for d ∈ Di , c ∈ C maps task d to core c.
The set of n applications arriving at the system is denoted as S = {A1 , A2 , ..., An }. The dark core numbers
b1 , b2 , ..., bn are associated with applications A1 , A2 , ..., An ,
respectively, where bk ∈ {1, 2, ..., |Ak |} is the number of
dark cores that is assigned to Ak .
3.3

Thermal Model

We have included the thermal model in [32] to model the
heat flow:
dT (τ )
K
+ U T (τ ) = P (τ )
(1)
dτ
where τ is the discrete time unit, K is the thermal capacitance matrix of components (routers, processors, etc), U is
the thermal conductance matrix, T (τ ) is the temperature
vector with T (τ )[j] representing the temperature of the
j − th component, and P (τ ) is the power vector including
both dynamic and leakage power.
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TABLE 1
Nomenclature
Notations
c = (x, y)
Ai = (Di , Ei )
M (d) = c
S = {A1 , ..., An }
n
bi
ωi , σ i
ω̂i , σ̂i
σ
CCRi = IVi /CVi
CCRth
N, M
y(t)
πi,j = {b1 , ..., b2 , ..., bn }
v(πi,j )
v(πn,j )
v ∗ (S)
v ∗ (πi+1 )
WQ
ri,j,k
Ri
Γ(ri,j,k )
F (r0 )
G((x, y), ri,j,k )
G∗i
fl , f w

Definition
A core in the system with coordinate of (x, y)
Application Ai with a directed graph , where Di is the set of tasks and Ei is the set of directed
edges representing dependencies among the tasks
A mapping function binding task d to core c
The application set arriving at the system
The number of applications in set S
The number of dark cores associated with Ai
The execution time and response time of Ai , respectively
The estimated execution time and response time of Ai , respectively
The total response time of the arrived applications set S
Computation to communication ratio of Ai , where IVi is the number of total instructions to be executed, and
CVi is the total communication volume of each task in Ai
A threshold used to distinguish whether the application is computation-intensive or communication-intensive
The system has N × M cores
A function returns the number of free cores at time t
A search tree node at level i, modeled by a fixed-length vector where bk is the dark core number
of Ak , 1 ≤ k ≤ n (the search tree is defined in Section 4.5)
The estimated total response time of {A1 , A2 , ..., Ai } of node πi,j
The estimated total response time of the set S at the leaf node πn,j
The globally minimal total response time of the arrived application set S
The minimal total response time of all the newly branched nodes at level i + 1
A working queue that stores the nodes of the search tree
A candidate core region with width j and rotation degree k of application Ai
The candidate list of application Ai
A function (defined in Section 4.6.2) that calculates the NMRD (normalized mapped region
dispersion) value of the core region ri,j,k
A function (defined in Section 4.6.2) that measures the fragmentation of the free core region
(the region consists of all unassigned cores) r0
A function (defined in Section 4.6.2) that evaluates the core region allocation when ri,j,k is mapped
starting from core (x, y)
The minimal G((x, y), ri,j,k ) for Ai
The numbers of free cores in the same row and the same column of the start core, respectively

To monitor or estimate temperature at runtime, either
on-chip temperature sensors or online thermal estimation
models can be used. For example, most modern Intel desktop and server CPU chips have per-core thermal sensors
[33]. On the other hand, online thermal estimation or prediction methods can also be used [7], [34], [35].
In task migration, when a hot task is migrated from
cores ci to cj , the temperature of ci will gradually decrease,
and that of cj will increase. The communications among
tasks/cores correspond to packet transmissions among
them, whereas the routers/links consume power and affect temperature when forwarding flits/packets. McPAT is
adopted as the power consumption model.

The response time of running n applications within a
given time is determined by:

3.4

where the temperature of each core Ticore should not exceed
the temperature threshold Tthreshold .

Problem Statement

When a total of n applications arrive at the system, the
objective is to minimize the lumped response time of all
these applications, which translates to maximization of the
throughput defined as the number of applications executed
over a fixed amount of time. The control knobs are the
number of dark cores for each application and the migration
mode. Here the response time of application Ai , denoted as
, σi , is defined as:

σi = Afi inish − Aarrive
i
f inish

(2)

where Aarrive
and Ai
are the arrival and finish times
i
of application Ai , respectively.
For each application, its response time depends on both
the execution time and the waiting time. An application
arrives at the system and is put to wait when there is no
sufficient number of cores available to run it.

σ = max Afi inish
1≤i≤n

(3)

where n is the number of applications arrived at the system
f inish
within a given time, and Ai
represents the finish time
of the i−th application within this given time. The objective
is to
min σ
(4)
subject to

Ticore ≤ Tthreshold

for all i = 1, ..., n

(5)

4 T HE P ROPOSED DYNAMIC TASK M IGRATION
A LGORITHM
4.1

Overview

A number of applications arrive at the system, and the proposed algorithm selects a core region and a migration mode
for each application to reach the minimal total response
time. The proposed algorithm has two steps.
1)

2)

A search tree based algorithm is used to search for
the best number of dark cores and the migration
mode for each application.
Once the dark core number and thus the region size
of each application core region is selected, for each
application, a region allocation algorithm is applied
to allocate a core region to each application.
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When an application is executed, its tasks are allowed
to migrate within the allocated core region, following their
designated migration mode. When an application finishes
its execution, all the cores inside its assigned region are
released, and they immediately become available to run
other applications.
4.2

Migration Modes

In our algorithm, each application is mapped to a contiguous core region. During its execution, its tasks are migrated
within the same core region. To classify the applications,
the metric computation to communication rate (CCR) of
application Ai is used, which is defined as:

CCRi = IVi /CVi

(6)

where IVi is the number of total instructions to be executed, and CVi is the total communication volume of each
task in Ai . An application whose CCR is higher (lower)
than a threshold CCRth is considered as computation(communication-) intensive.
|Ai | is the number of tasks of application Ai . Assigning
excessive dark cores to applications leads to low system
utilization, which causes long waiting time for applications
that will arrive at the system in the near future and thus performance degradation. Although application performance
might be further improved slightly with dark core number
larger than |Ai |, the system performance is decreased by
long waiting time. Therefore, |Ai | is used to limit the maximal number of dark cores for each application.
We define three migration modes that match the characteristics of different applications, as shown in Fig. 2. When
the number of dark cores equals to the number of tasks in
the application’s assigned core region, the region is divided
into two blocks, and only one block is activated at any given
time. If an active core is overheated, the entire active block
is shut down for cooling and the other block is activated to
run the application. In this way, the relative locations of the
tasks are fixed, and therefore, the communication latency
does not increase during the task migration and throughout
the execution of the application.
Mode 1. Square swap migration (denoted as SS): Under
this mode, a near square core region is allocated to the application, and all the tasks derived from the application are
initially mapped to half of the core region, following the algorithm in [16]; when these tasks need to migrate, as driven
by the occurrence of hotspots, they shall migrate together
(Fig. 2 (a)). This mode is designed for both computationand communication-intensive applications when sufficient
dark cores (no less than its task number) are allocated to the
application.
When the number of dark cores is less than that of tasks
in the application’s assigned core region, the intra-region
migration takes place for dual purposes. In this case, since
a hot task is migrated to the coolest core within the core
region, the task may still be allowed to run at its highest frequency on a “cool” core. Also since the task is migrated to a
core within the same core region, it is considered physically
close to the tasks/cores it needs to communicate with, and
thus short communication distance among communicating
tasks is preserved.
Mode 2. Confined local coolest migration (denoted as
LC): Under this mode, a near square core region is allocated

Application core region

t0

t1
(a)

t2

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) The square swap migration mode. (b) The confined coolest
migration mode. The hot task can be migrated to the coolest core inside
this core region. (c) The confined neighbor migration mode. The hot task
can be swapped with a neighbor cool core.

to the application, and all the tasks are initially mapped
following the algorithm in [16]. Each individual hot task
is able to migrate to the coolest core within the same core
region (Fig. 2 (b)). This mode is designed for computationintensive applications when there are not enough dark cores
(the number of dark cores is smaller than the task number
of the application).
To minimize the impact of task migration on the communication latency, the hot task can be migrated to the nearest
cool core.
Mode 3. Confined neighbor migration (denoted as CN):
Under this mode, a near square core region is allocated
to the application and all the tasks are initially mapped
the same as adopted in the LC mode. Each hot task migrates to its coolest neighbor core that can be either a
dark core or an active core with a much lower temperature
than the threshold (Fig. 2 (c)). This mode is designed for
communication-intensive applications when there are not
enough dark cores.
The initial placement of dark cores in the application
core region has little impact on its execution time as shown
in Section 5.2. Thus the dark cores are placed near the
boundary of the application’s core region initially. Table 2
summarizes the cases suitable for each mode. In the initial
mapping stage, the mapping is as follows [16]:
1)

2)

3)

4)

Two task queues, MAP and MET, and a dynamic
array UNM are created to hold the mapped tasks,
tasks connected to the mapped tasks (that is, there
is at least one communication edge between the
current task and a mapped task), and other tasks
that are not in the first two queues, respectively.
During initialization, the approximate geometric
center of the application core region is selected as
the first core. The task with the highest communication traffic volume is selected as the preferred one
and mapped to the first core, and it is moved to
MAP. All tasks connecting to it are moved to MET
in sequence, and the remaining tasks are moved to
UNM.
For the first task di in MET, find its parent tasks and
corresponding cores in MAP, and start searching
from the cores with Manhattan distances of 1, 2, 3,
..., until the first available core ci with the shortest
distance to di is found. Map task di to ci , and move
it from MET to MAP. Move all the tasks connecting
to it from UNM to MET.
Perform the above step for each node in MET until
the size of MAP is equal to the task number of the
application, and the mapping is done.
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TABLE 2
Task Migration Modes
Application
type
Computation
intensive

Dark core
number
Fewer than the
task number
Not fewer or larger
than the task number

4.3

6

Communication
intensive

LC

CN

SS

SS

Estimating Each Application’s Execution time

Let S denote the set of applications arriving at the system.
The execution time of an application varies with different
migration modes and number of dark core in the core region
(bi ).
It is desirable to maintain the core region to be as close
to a square as possible, as the square shape tends to help
preserve short distances between any communicating pair
of the cores [15]. The execution time of Ai under each mode
(CN, LC, SS) with a near square core region is modeled as a
non-linear regression model:

h0 + h1 × |Ai | + h2 × Vi + h3 × Ci × |Ai |




for SS



 p + p × |A | + p × V + p × C × |A |
0
1
i
2
i
3
i
i
ω̂i =

+p
×
b
×
C
for
LC
4
i
i




q0 + q1 × |Ai | + q2 × Vi + q3 × Ci × |Ai |



+q4 × bi × Ci
for CN

(7)

where |Ai | is the number of tasks in application Ai , Vi is
the average communication volume of Ai ’s tasks, Ci is the
average instruction count of Ai ’s tasks, and bi is the number
of dark cores in the application core region. Note that in
the SS mode, the dark core number equals to the number of
tasks in the application and thus it is omitted.
When estimating the execution time of the applications,
the remaining cores of the system are randomly assigned
with power traces profiled from running applications in
PARSEC. In this manner, the thermal correlation between
the cores running the application of interest and those
running other applications is considered.
The coefficients h0 , ..., h3 , p0 , ..., p4 , q0 , ..., q4 can be computed using the maximum likelihood method as described
in [36].
4.4

Estimating the Total Response Time

When an application set S arrives the system, these applications are firstly sorted in descending order A1 , ..., An according to the number of tasks of them, and the application
with most tasks is assigned first.
The estimated response time σ̂i of Ai can be computed
as follows:
1)

2)

Case 1, if |Ai |+bi ≤ csum , where csum is the number
of current free cores in the system, σ̂i equals to its
estimated execution time ω̂i (found in the regression
model described in Section 4.3).
Case 2, if |Ai | + bi > csum , σ̂i equals to the sum
of its start time (when there are sufficient free cores
to run Ai ) and ω̂i . In this case, application Ai must
wait until some applications finish their execution
and enough cores are released.

Before App 5's start time is determined After App 5's start time is determined
App 5
App 5 region size 12
System Size: 6x6 region size 12
App 4 region size 10
App 4 region size 10
App 3 region size 8
App 3 region size 8
App 2 region size 8
App 2 region size 8
App 1 region size 6
App 1 region size 6
time
time
Free core
Free core
Start time
36
36
count
count
of App 5
26
24
18
14
y(t)>12
10
10
6
time
4
4
time
t1 t2
t3 t4
t1 t2
t3 t4
t5
Free core count > The region size of App 5

Fig. 3. An example showing how y(t) evolves with time. The length of
each application bar corresponds to its execution time.

Algorithm 1 computes the estimated total response times
for all the applications in set S . Given the estimated execution time of each application, their core regions are first
virtually allocated from the system to estimate the finish
time of the last finished application. A staircase function y(t)
keeps track of the number of free cores at different times:


z

 1
z2
y(t) =
 ...

zn

t0 ≤ t ≤ t1
t1 < t ≤ t2

(8)

tn−1 < t ≤ tn

where t1 , t2 , ..., tn ∈ {σ̂1 , σ̂2 , ..., σ̂n }, and σ̂1 , σ̂2 , ..., σ̂n are
the respective estimated response times of A1 , A2 , ..., An . It
means y(t) changes at the time when an application finishes
execution and quits the system. At time t0 = 0, since no core
region has been virtually allocated yet, y(t0 ) is set to be N ×
M , the number of all cores in the system. The computation
of y(t) = z1 , t0 ≤ t ≤ t1 is:

t1 = σ̂n , z1 = |N × M | − |A1 | − b1

(9)

It means a core region with size |A1 | + b1 is allocated to A1
within the interval between t0 and t1 , where t1 is the time
when A1 finishes its execution.
For each application whose core region will be allocated virtually, its start time is the moment when the free
core count starts to exceed the size of its core region.
y(t) is computed iteratively for each application. Given
z1 , ..., zi−1 , the start time ti,0 of the i − th application Ai
can be found from {t0 , t1 , t2 , ..., ti−1 } as follows. For all
tk
(0 ≤ k ≤ i − 1) which satisfies y(t) ≥ |Ai | + bi , where
t ∈ [tk , tk + ω̂i (bi )], ti,0 = min{tk }. That is, the start time of
Ai is the earliest time when there are sufficient free cores in
the system to host it until Ai is finished. The response time
of application Ai is computed as:

σ̂i = ti,0 + ω̂i (bi )

(10)

During t ∈ [ti,0 , σ̂i ], y(t) is updated by letting y(t) =
y(t) − |Ai | − bi , where a core region with a size of |Ai | + bi
is allocated to Ai .
Fig. 3 shows an example regarding the calculation of
the start time of application 5. Before allocating cores to
application 5, there are four applications in the system and
the current y(t) is:
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ALGORITHM 1: Compute the estimated total response time
Input: y(t): The function that returns the free core counts at
different times.
bi : The dark core number allocated to the i − th application Ai .
CCRi : The CCR value of Ai .
Output: y(t): The updated function.
σ̂ ∗ : The estimated total response time.
begin
Calculate the estimated execution time ω̂i (bi ) by Eqn. (7);
/* Calculate the start time of Ai
*/
ti,0 = ∞;
for each tk ∈ {t1 , t2 , ..., tn } do
if y(t) ≥ |Ai | + bi , ∀t ∈ [tk , tk + ω̂i (bi )] then
if ti,0 > tk then
ti,0 = tk ;
end
end
end
/* Calculate the estimated response time of
Ai
*/
σ̂i = ti,0 + ω̂i (bi );
/* Update y(t)
*/
for t ∈ [ti,0 , σ̂i ] do
y(t) = y(t) − |Ai | − bi ;
end
/* Calculate the estimated total response
time
*/
σ̂ ∗ = max{σ̂1 , σ̂2 , ..., σ̂i };
end


4
0 ≤ t ≤ t1



t1 < t ≤ t2
 10
18
t2 < t ≤ t3
y(t) =


26
t3 < t ≤ t4


36
t > t4
The start time t5,0 of application 5 can be found from
{t0 , t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 }. For t ∈ [tk , tk + ω̂i (bi )], (0 ≤ k ≤ 4), y(t) ≥
10, we have t5,0 = min{t1 , t3 , t4 } = t1 . Thus application 5
will start running at t1 . The response time σ̂5 of application
5 is t1 + ω̂5
(b5 ). After update, y(t) is given as:
4
0 ≤ t ≤ t1




10
t
1 < t ≤ t2


6
t2 < t ≤ t3
y(t) =
14
t3 < t ≤ t4




24
t4 < t ≤ t5


36
t > t5
4.5 Finding the Best Number of Dark Cores for Each
Application
A search tree is built to help a branch-and-bound algorithm
to find the best number of dark cores for each application.
Assume a total of n applications arrive at the system.
A tree node at level i is denoted as πi,j = {b1 , b2 , ..., bn },
indicating that bk dark cores are allocated to application Ak
for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and bk ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., |Ak |, U N DEF IN ED},
where |Ak | is the task number of Ak and U N DEF IN ED
means no dark core is allocated to Ak yet. At the root node,
the dark cores are not allocated yet. A working queue W Q
is created to store the nodes of the search tree. The queue is
initialized to be empty.
The tree grows by adding new nodes from the root down
to the leaves level by level, corresponding to allocating dark
cores for each application. The allocation order is the same
as the order in the arrived application set S . Each tree
node πi,j is associated with a value v(πi,j ) that denotes the
estimated total response time of A1 , A2 , ..., Ai computed in
Section 4.4, where bk 6= U N DEF IN ED and k ≤ i.

7

At each tree level, the node with the minimal value
among all newly generated nodes is selected to be branched
in the next iteration. v ∗ (S) records the globally minimum
total response time of the application set S , which is the
minimal value over all leaf nodes searched so far. The basic
operations for the search tree are as follows.
(1) Branching
If a tree node is a leaf node, the dark core numbers for
all the applications are set. If the tree node is non-leaf, a
new level of tree nodes is branched. The tree nodes πi+1,j in
the (i + 1) − th level are created corresponding to assigning
bi+1 dark cores to Ai+1 . Thus, for each non-leaf tree node,
a maximum of |Ai+1 + 1| tree nodes in the next level are
created.
(2) Cutting
For each newly created nodes, we check whether it
should be deleted or kept according to the following two
cut rules.
Rule 1: Cut new nodes by node dominance. Once a new
node πi,j is created, its value v(πi,j ) is compared against
the globally minimum total response time v ∗ (S). If v(πi,j )
is larger than v ∗ (S), that is, the total response time of
applications of πi,j is longer than the best overall response
time seen so far, the new tree node is discarded. Otherwise,
the node is added into the working queue W Q.
Rule 2: Cut inferior nodes. Scan all the nodes in the
working queue W Q. A node πi,j in W Q is discarded if its
value is larger than the globally minimum total response
time v ∗ (S).
(3) Searching
A dummy root node is pushed to the queue initially.
Algorithm 2 shows the searching of the best dark core
allocation with the minimal total response time.
The value of πi,j is the output of running Algorithm 1
in Section 4.5. The tree node πi,j = b1 , b2 , ..., bn includes
the dark core count of each application that has dark cores
assigned. The execution time and start time of each application can be calculated by Algorithm 1 in Section 4.5, where
πi,j is computed as the total response time of A1 , A2 , ..., Ai ,
and v ∗ (S) is updated by the minimal total response time of
leaf nodes found in the searching.
In each iteration, the search steps are as follows:
1) The front of queue W Q, denoted as πi,j , is popped.
If πi,j is not a leaf node, a maximum of |Ai+1 | + 1
tree nodes in the next level for application Ai+1 are
branched from πi,j following the branching rules.
2) For each newly branched nodes πi+1,j , its value
v(πi+1,j ) is calculated by Algorithm 1 and is compared to v ∗ (S). If the value is larger than v ∗ (S), the
new node is discarded by Cut Rule 1. Otherwise,
the node is pushed to be the front of W Q. v ∗ (πi+1 )
records the minimal total response time over all the
newly branched nodes in level i + 1.
3) If i + 1 = n, the newly branched nodes πi+1,j are
leaf nodes. In such cases, if v ∗ (πi+1 ) is smaller than
v ∗ (S), the globally minimum total response time
v ∗ (S) is updated to be the value of v ∗ (πi+1 ), and the
corresponding node πn,j is recorded as the current
best node.
4) Scan each nodes πk,j in queue W Q. If v(πk,j ) is
larger than v ∗ (S), node πk,j is discarded following
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Cut Rule 2. Node πk,j whose value is v(πi+1 ) is
moved to the front of W Q, which is popped next
to branch a new level of tree nodes πi+2,j for application Ai+2 in the next iteration.

b1 b2 b3

App 1: 7 tasks
App 2: 5 tasks
App 3: 4 tasks

π2,11
6 4 x

The search stops when W Q is empty, and returns a tree
∗
node πn,j
= {b1 , b2 , ..., bn } whose value equals to v ∗ (S).
∗
The vector {b1 , b2 , ..., bn } of the node πn,j
determines the
best dark core allocation for application set S .
Fig. 4 is a snapshot showing how a search tree is evolved
when allocating dark cores for three applications. v ∗ (S) is
initialized to be +∞. A dummy root node is created with
all elements of the vector filled by “x” indicating nothing is
done yet. Since application 1 has 7 tasks, the root branches
8 nodes for application 1 corresponding to assigning 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 dark cores to it, respectively.
In the first level, node π1,8 has the minimum value (i.e.
90) over all the level 1 nodes, and it is selected to branch
nodes for application 2. In the second level, node π2,6 has
the minimum value (i.e. 90) over all the child nodes of π1,8 ,
and it is selected to branch nodes for application 3. The leaf
node π3,3 has the minimum value (i.e. 165) over all the child
nodes of π2,6 , so v ∗ (S) is updated to be 165. The level 2
node π2,5 that meets cut rule 2 is discarded.

v = 176
Cut rule 1

v = 137

π2,12
6 5 x
v = 150

π3,9
π3,10
6 5 3 6 5 4
v = 198

Root

Root

v=0

π1,1
0 x x

ALGORITHM 2: Search the best number of dark
cores for each application
Input: S = {A1 , A2 , ..., An }: The set of arrived applications.
Output: v ∗ (S): The globally minimal total response time of n
applications A1 , ..., An in set S .
πn,j : The leaf node with value v ∗ (S).
W Q: A working queue, initialized to be empty.
v ∗ (πi+1 ):A global variable recording a node with the minimal
total response time among the new branched nodes in level
i + 1.
begin
v ∗ (S) = ∞;
push a dummy root node to W Q;
while W Q is not empty do
pop the front node πi,j out of W Q; /* πi,j is a
non-leaf node
*/
if i < n then
branch |Ai+1 + 1| new nodes for application
Ai+1 ;
v ∗ (πi+1 ) = ∞;
for each newly branched nodes πi+1,j do
compute v(πi+1,j ) by Algorithm 1;
if v(πi+1,j ) ≥ v ∗ (S) then
discard this node by cut rule 1;
end
else
push the node to the front of W Q;
if v(πi+1,j ) < v ∗ (πi+1 ) then
v ∗ (πi+1 = v(πi+1,j )
end
end
end
if i + 1 = n and v(πi+1,j ) < v ∗ (S) then
v ∗ (S) = v(πi+1,j )
end
for each node in W Q do
delete this node from WQ if cut rule 2 is
satisfied;
if v(πk,j ) = v ∗ (πi+1 ) then
move πk,j to the front of W Q
end
end
end
end
end

x x x

v = 176

π1,7
... 6 x x

π1,8
7 x x

v = 115

π2,5
... 7 4 x
v = 176
Cut rule 2

...

v = 90

π2,6
7 5 x
v = 150

π3,4
7 5 3

π3,5
7 5 4

v = 187

v = 165
v(S*)

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Fig. 4. The structure of a search tree showing how branches are created.

Fig. 5. All possible regions of an application with size 8.

In the iteration that nodes for application 2 are branched
from π1,7 , the value of node π2,11 is larger than v ∗ (S). So
node π2,11 is discarded by cut rule 1. Finally, the leaf node
π3,5 with a value of 165 is the final solution to the problem.
4.6

Finding the Locations for Application Core Regions

A heuristic algorithm is used to find the exact location of
each application’s core region in the system. The goal in this
step is to find an appropriate core region for each application so that the actual execution time of the application is
close to its estimated value. The free cores are allocated to
applications following the application order in the set S .
4.6.1 The candidate shapes of application core regions
To select an appropriate core region shape for each application, a candidate list is used which stores all the possible
shapes with different aspect ratios for each application.
Let ri,j,k denote a candidate core region of application
Ai , and let |ri | denote the core region size of application Ai ,
where j is the region width and k is the rotation degree. Let
Ri be the candidate list of application Ai which consists of
all possible ri,j,k ’s. For the application with size |ri |, there
are |ri | different core regions of sizes j × |ri |, j ∈ 1, 2, ..., |ri |.
The length of each core region is d|ri |/je. All possible core
regions for an application with size 8 are shown in Fig. 5
for a 5-task application. When |ri | is not divisible by j , the
remaining nodes out of the rectangle j×b|ri |/jc are grouped
into a rectangle with length 1. The shape is composed by
these two rectangles aligned to the left as shown in Fig. 5
(c), (e), (f), and (g).
The orientations of each core region ri,j,k with sizes
j × d|ri |/je(j ∈ 1, 2, ..., |ri |) are taken into account, indicating the rotation degree of each core region with k ∈
{0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ }. Fig. 6 shows the rotations of the shape
in Fig. 5 (c).
4.6.2 Estimation of the squareness of a core region
The algorithm selects a core region that is contiguous and
close to square for the application. Doing so will keep the
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ALGORITHM 3: Find applications’ core region
locations
(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 6. The shape in Fig. 5 (c) is rotated by (a) 0◦ , (b) 90◦ , (c) 180◦ , and
(d) 270◦

application’s actual execution time to be close to the estimated value, and at the same time, it helps avoid free core
region becoming fragmented. To estimate the contiguousness of a core region, the metric Mapped Region Dispersion
(MRD) in [16] is used which is the average pairwise Manhattan distance of a core region. The normalized Mapped
Region Dispersion (NMRD) can measure the squareness of
a core region. The core region with the minimal NMRD is
close to a square. The NMRD value of application Ai with
the core region ri,j,k is calculated as:
Γ (ri,j,k ) =

M RD(ri,j,k )
M RD(SQ(|ri |))

(11)

where M RD(SQ(|ri |)) is the MRD values for a core region
of |ri | cores with a shape closest to a square. It is shown in
[15] that the MRD value of a square with |ri | cores is:
M RD(SQ(|ri |)) =

2×

p
|ri |
3

(12)

To estimate the fragmentation of free cores, a function
that measures the fragmentation of the free core region is
defined as F (r0 ), where r0 is the free core region. Let Z(r0 )
denote the perimeter of the free core region r0 . It has been
shown in [37] that a free core region with a smaller perimeter
is less fragmented. To make F (r0 ) close to 1, the perimeter
of the free core region ispnormalized to the perimeter of a
square whose length is d |r0 |e. F (r0 ) is calculated as:
F (r0 ) =

Z(r0 )
p
4 × d |r0 |e

(13)

where |r0 | is the number of free cores.
4.6.3 Finding the best location for each application core
region
When allocating a core region to an application, the top-left
corner task of the application core region is mapped to a core
that is defined as the start core. Given an N × M 2D NoC
system, the start core is initialized to be (0, 0). The numbers
of free cores in the same row and the same column of the
start core are denoted as fw and fl , respectively.
Algorithm 3 shows how to find the best location for
each application core region. Applications are allocated
iteratively from A1 to An . As long as the application finds
a contiguous free core region to host it, it starts running.
Otherwise, the application will wait until some applications
finish execution to release cores and a contiguous free region
with sufficient cores is formed.
In each iteration, the best core region ri,j,k of application Ai is found. First, the boundary of the free core
region is found. Next, each core of the boundary is checked
whether application Ai can be allocated starting from it
(with different candidate core regions) or not. Let function
G((x, y), ri,j,k ) measure both the squareness of the application core region ri,j,k and the fragmentation of free cores
after mapping ri,j,k from core (x, y), which is calculated as:

G((x, y), ri,j,k ) = Γ(ri,j,k ) + F (r0 )

Input: S : The set of arrived applications.
{|r1 |, ..., |rn |}: The core region sizes of A1 , ..., An .
Output: The best core region location of each application in
set S .
G∗i : The minimal G((x, y), ri,j,k ) for Ai ’s core region
allocation
begin
while S is not empty do
pop the front Ai out of S ;
generate the candidate list Ri for Ai ;
G∗i = ∞;
for each available core (x, y) in the system do
if one or more adjacent cores of (x, y) are occupied
then
set (x, y) as the start core;
calculate fw and fl of (x, y);
for each core region in Ri with width
j ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., |ri |} do
if j ≤ max{fw , fl } then
for each orientation
k ∈ {0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ } do
if the core region ri,j,k starts from
(x, y) can be hosted then
G((x, y), ri,j,k ) =
Γ(ri,j,k ) + F (r0 );
if G((x, y), ri,j,k ) < G∗i then
G∗i = G((x, y), ri,j,k );
ri∗ = ri,j,k ;
end
end
end
end
end
end
end
if no contiguous region is found to host Ai then
wait until other applications finish execution
end
end
end

(14)

Boundary of the
free core region
Occupied
region

(x,y)

(x,y)

90°

Occupied
ri,3,0° Occupied
region i,3,90°
region

r

5

A boundary core

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. (a) Boundary of the free core region. The gray core that has
three occupied adjacent cores is a boundary core. (b) The application’s
core region with width 3 and orientation 0◦ starts from (3, 0). (c) The
application’s core region with width 3 and orientation 90◦ starts from (3,
0).

where (x, y) is the start core and j, k are the width and
orientation of the selected core region respectively. The core
region allocation with the minimal G((x, y), ri,j,k ) is selected. G∗i records the minimal G((x, y), ri,j,k ) for allocating
core region to Ai .
For each application Ai , the iteration includes the following steps:
1) Find the boundary of the free core region over the
allocated application core region. Scan the free cores
in the system. If one or more adjacent cores of a free
core (x, y) are occupied, (x, y) is on the boundary of
the free region as shown in Fig. 7 (a).
2) Scan the free cores in the boundary. For each core
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(x, y), calculate fw and fl . For each ri,j,k in the
candidate list Ri with width j , if j ≤ max{fw , fl },
check if the core (x, y) can host ri,j,k with k ∈
{0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ }. If all the cores in the target
region are free as in Fig. 7 (b) and (c), which means
ri,j,k starting from the core located at (x, y) can
be hosted, G((x, y), ri,j,k ) is computed. G∗i is the
minimal G((x, y), ri,j,k ). After searching all the possible start cores and candidate shapes with different
orientations, the best region ri,j,k with G∗i is found
for application Ai . When the set S is empty, the best
regions for all applications are found.
1 2 t-top
(3,0) 2
G((0,4),r2,5,0°)=2.18 G((4,3),r3,3,180°)=1.81
2 22
1 2 2
Occupied 1App
App 1
Occupied
j
=5
Occupied
1 2 2
1 2 2
1
(x,y)
k
=0°
(x,y)
1
(4,3)2
6 6 6
j =3
(0,4) 5 App
1 32
j =3 k =0°
j =3 k =0°
2
App
1 2
G((0,0),r1,3,0°)=2.15 G((3,0),r2,3,0°)=2.07 5 5 6 6 6
k =180°
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(x,y)

Righ

(x,y)

1 2

(0,0)

Fig. 8. (a) Allocate a core region (width 3, orientation 0◦ ) at (0,0) to
application 1. (b) Allocate a core region (width 3, orientation 0◦ ) at (3,0)
to application 2. (c) Allocate a core region (width 5, orientation 0◦ ) at
(0,4) to application 2 (d) Allocate a core region (width 3, orientation 180◦ )
at (4,3) to application 3.

Fig. 8 shows an example with an application set consists
of three applications, i.e., applications 1, 2, and 3 whose core
region sizes are 12, 10, and 8 respectively. For application
1, the core region r1,3,0◦ allocated from start core (0, 0)
as shown in Fig. 8 (a) is selected, as it has the minimal
G((0, 0), r1,3,0◦ ) (i.e. 2.15) among all the allocations.
For application 2, scan the system to find the boundary cores of the free region. At the boundary core (3, 0),
fw = 3, fl = 6. For the core regions r2,j,k in candidate list
R2 , where j ≤ 6 and k ∈ {0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ }, r2,j,k start
from (3, 0). G((3, 0), r2,3,0◦ ) is minimal (i.e. 2.07) among all
the core region allocations from (3, 0) as shown in Fig. 8 (b).
At boundary core (0, 4), fw = 6, fl = 2. For the core regions
r2,j,k in R2 where j ≤ 6 and k ∈ {0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ }, r2,j,k
start from (0, 4). G((0, 4), r2,5,0◦ ) is minimal (i.e. 2.18)
among all the core region allocations starting from (0, 4)
as shown in Fig. 8 (c). Finally, comparing with all possible
situations, the core region r2,3,0◦ allocated from the start
core (3, 0) is selected, as G((3, 0), r2,3,0◦ ) is minimal among
all the allocations.
For application 3, the core region r3,3,180◦ allocated from
the start core (4, 3) as shown in Fig. 8 (d) is selected, as
G((4, 3), r3,3,180◦ ) is minimal (i.e. 1.81). This core region is
allocated to application 3. All applications in the application
set are settled.
4.7

Complexity Analysis

The complexity of the search tree algorithm is computed
as follows. Assume that the average task number of each
application is |Ai | and a maximum of |Ai | dark cores will
be allocated for each application. Each tree node will create
O(|Ai |) nodes on average according to the branching rule.
The height of the search tree equals to n, where n is the
size of arrived application set S . The worst case complexity
of calculating the value of each node is O(n), where the
staircase function y(t) needs to be updated n − 1 times. As
the search tree is bound by the working queue W Q, the

worst case complexity of dark cores allocation is O(n×|Ai |×
|W Q|).
The complexity of the core region location finding algorithm can be determined as follows. Given an N × M mesh
system, the core count of the free core region’s boundary
is no more than half of the perimeter of the system, which
equals to N + M . Assume that the average task number of
each application is |Ai |, and the maximum core region size is
2 × |Ai |. In the worst case, there are 2 × |Ai | candidate core
regions for each application. The orientations of each core
region can be chosen from {0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ , 270◦ }, and thus,
the worst complexity to find the best location of application’s core region at a free core (x, y) will be O(2×|Ai |×4) =
O(|Ai |). Since there are n applications in the application set
S , the worst case complexity of finding the location of each
application region is O(n × |Ai | × (N + M )).
Overall, the worst case complexity of the whole algorithm is O(n × |Ai | × max{|W Q|, (N + M )}).

5

E XPERIMENT EVALUATION

5.1

Experimental Setup
TABLE 3
Configurations of the Simulation

Network Parameters
Flit size
128 bits
Latency Router
2 cycles, link 1 cycle
Buffer depth
4 flits
Routing algorithm
XY routing
Baseline topology
8×8
Random Benchmark Parameters
Number of tasks
[15, 45]
Communication volume
[50, 500](Kbits)
Degree of tasks
[1, 15]
Task number distribution
Bimodal, uniform
Configuration of the Many-core Simulator
for Task Graph Extraction
Core Architecture
64 bit Alpha 21264
Baseline Frequency
3GHz
Fetch/Decode/Commit size
4/4/4
ROB size
64
16KB, 2-way, 32B line, 2
L1 D cache (private)
cycles, 2 ports, dual tags
L1 I cache (private)
32KB, 2-way 64B line, 2 cycles
L2 cache (shared)
64KB slice/core, 64B line
MESI protocol
6 cycles, 2 ports
Main memory size
2GB
Task Graphs of Real Applications
Blackscholes, Canneal, Raytrace, Dedup, Ferret, Freqmine,
Streamcluster, Fluidanimate, Swaptions, Vips
Real Application Mixtures
Mix1
Blackscholes, Freqmine, Dedup
Mix2
Fluidanimate, Swaptions, Canneal
Mix3
Raytrace, Ferret, Vips

Experiments are performed on an event-driven C++
simulator, with McPAT integrated as the power model
and Hotspot as the temperature simulator. Task graphs are
modeled in this simulator, which can dynamically arrive at
the system. In the simulator, abstract models are used for
processors, where the exact execution time of each task is
extracted from the trace files of running the benchmarks
in the full-system many-core simulator. The inter-processor
communication is modeled by a cycle-accurate networkon-chip simulator, Popnet, which can accurately model the
NoC architecture and timing of the routers and links. The
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many-core system floorplanning can be found in [32]. The
configuration of the network-on-chip is listed in Table 3.
Both random and real applications are used in the
experiments as tabulated in Table 3 in order to evaluate
the performance of the proposed and relevant algorithms
considered for comparison. The task graphs of the random
applications are randomly generated. The task graphs of the
real applications are generated from the traces of SPLASH2 and PARSEC, which are collected by executing these
applications in an 8 × 8 NoC-based cycle accurate manycore simulator [38]. The configuration of this simulator is
also shown in Table 3. In particular, we compare the total
response time of the application set. The runtime execution
costs of the algorithms are also evaluated. We compare
the proposed dynamic task migration scheme with the
approach in GCR [2] that migrates hot tasks to globally
coolest cores, HR-TM in [26] that migrates hot tasks to
neighbor coolest cores, and BB in [30] which allocates dark
cores and core regions to the arrived applications without
task migration. The temperature threshold is set to be 80◦ C
which is a usual threshold chosen in all the competitors.
5.2 Evaluating the Impact of Different Initial Placements of Dark Cores
Fig. 9 shows the performance comparison with different
average communication volumes, while applying two dark
core initial placements in the confined local coolest and
the confined neighbor migrating modes.The applications are
randomly selected from the random benchmarks following
the configurations in Table 3, and the communication volume range is 50 to 500 Kbits. The dark cores are placed
near the boundary of the application core region initially, or
near the center of the application core region. The results
are normalized with respect to the execution time with an
average communication volume of 50Kbits. One can see
from Fig. 9, the differences of application execution times
under these two dark core initial placements are negligible.
The initial placement of dark cores thus has an ignorable impact on application execution performance in our proposed
algorithm.
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determined by the proposed algorithm is 1.24, which is also
close to 1, indicating that the shapes of the core regions
in the offline execution time estimation model are close to
those found at runtime.
For errors in the execution time estimation, Fig. 10
compares the proposed models in Eqn. (7) with linear and
polynomial regression models which are defined as:
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when p = 1, it is a linear regression model.
From this figure, one can see that the proposed models
have the lowest errors, that is, the mean errors of the
proposed models for SS, LC, CN modes are 6.5%, 8.6%, and
8.0%, respectively.
Errors of the execution time estimation model (%)

Fig. 9. Comparison of two different initial placements of dark cores in the
confined local coolest and confined neighbor migration modes.

5.3

Validating the Execution Time Model

The error of the application execution time estimation model
is defined as follows,

ω̂ − ω
ε=
(15)
ω
where ω and ω̂ are the execution times obtained from the
simulator and the execution time estimation model for each
application, respectively. The proposed execution time estimation model uses near square core region shapes, whose
aspect ratios are close to 1. The experiment results show
that the average aspect ratios of application core regions

LC mode

4
0

CN mode

proposed linear quadratic cubic

Fig. 10. Errors of different regression models.

5.4

Finding the CCR Threshold

The experimental results in Fig. 11 (a) show the fitness of the
two modes with respect to different types of applications.
The applications are randomly selected from the random
benchmarks following the configurations in Table 3. The
results are normalized to those that apply the confined
local coolest migration (LC) mode. From Fig. 11 (a), one
can see that the LC mode leads to low execution time
for computation-intensive applications, while the confined
neighbor migration (CN) mode benefits communicationintensive applications more.

Dark cores placed near the region boundary initially
Dark cores place near the region center initially

SS mode

8

Normalized execution time
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Fig. 11. (a) The execution time comparison of the two modes when
running different types of applications. (b) CCR threshold selection.

Fig. 11 (b) evaluates the CCR threshold which is used to
classify an application as computation- or communicationintensive. The applications are randomly selected from the
random benchmarks following the configurations in Table 3,
and the communication volume range is 50 to 500 Kbits.
For each experiment, a mix of 50 applications were used
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as input. The results are normalized with respect to the
minimal execution time. From this figure, one can see that,
a CCR threshold of 1.2 generates the best performance.
Therefore, in the following experiments, we set the CCR
threshold to be 1.2.
5.5 Evaluating the Proposed Dynamic Task Migration
Algorithm
Fig. 12 (a) shows the performance benefit of our proposed
dynamic task migration with different communication volumes. The results are normalized with respect to the total
response time of GCR. One can see from Fig. 12 (a), when
the communication volume is 200KBits, our approach can
reduce response time by 52%, 31%, and 37% over GCR,
HR-TM, and BB, respectively. The proposed approach can
keep an application running at a high V/F level while
still maintain short communication distances between tasks,
such that the communication cost is reduced and the computation performance is improved. Both GCR and HR-TM
lead to increased communication latency and fragmentation of the free core region during task migration, which
ultimately leads to performance degradation. BB decreases
the V/F level of the hot tasks/cores, and thus has lower
performance. Therefore, our approach can achieve a better
performance.
Normalized response time
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Fig. 12. (a) The response time comparison with different communication
volumes when running random benchmarks. (b) The response time
comparison with different average task numbers when running random
benchmarks.

Fig. 12 (b) shows the total response time comparison
of our proposed dynamic task migration with different
average task numbers of the applications. The results are
normalized with respect to the total response time of GCR.
One can see from Fig. 12 (b), when the average task number
is 14, our approach can reduce response time by 48%, 31%,
and 30% over GCR, HR-TM, and BB, respectively. Our
approach can reduce response time by 37%, 18%, and 22%
over GCR, HR-TM, and BB on average, because it can reduce
communication cost and keep applications running at a high
V/F level.
Fig. 13 (a) shows the performance comparison of our
proposed dynamic task migration with different network
sizes. The results are normalized with respect to the total
response time of GCR. One can see that, when the network
size is large, e.g., 12 × 12, our approach can reduce total
response time by 50%, 28%, and 34% over GCR, HR-TM,
and BB, respectively. When the network size is large, GCR
and HR-TM might move the hot tasks to the cores far away
from their original locations which leads to higher communication latency and thus performance degradation. Fig. 13
(b) compares the peak temperature of different algorithms,
showing that the proposed dynamic task migration scheme
can reduce the peak temperature of HR-TM by 4◦ C, while
GCR with globally coolest migration mode leads to the
lowest peak temperature. The temperatures of BB and the
proposed algorithm are under the threshold 80◦ C.

12

TABLE 4
The real response time comparison when running different real
benchmark application mixtures.
Methods
Mixtures
Mix1
of real
Mix2
benchmarks
Mix3

GCR
4.075s
5.874s
6.946s

HR-TM
3.496s
4.236s
5.606s

Proposed
2.962s
3.564s
4.269s

BB
3.708s
4.876s
5.835s

Fig. 14 (a) shows the performance comparison of our
proposed dynamic task migration with different network
sizes when running real benchmarks. These real benchmarks are randomly chosen from the mixtures. The results
are normalized with respect to the total response time of
GCR. One can see that, when the network size is large, e.g.,
14×14, our approach can reduce response time by 48%, 35%,
and 38% over GCR, HR-TM, and BB, respectively. The larger
the system is, the more benefit our approach can bring.
GCR and HR-TM move the hot tasks further away from
their communicating tasks, which increases communication
latency. BB decreases the V/F level of hot tasks/cores, and
thus has the poorest performance.
Fig. 14 (b) shows the performance benefit of our proposed dynamic task migration with different workloads
when the network size is 14×14. The results are normalized
to the total response time of GCR. Our approach reduces the
response time by 35%, 18%, and 21% over GCR, HR-TM, and
BB on average, respectively.
Table 4 shows the response time comparison of our
proposed dynamic task migration and other competitors
by running different workloads when the network size is
14 × 14. The workloads consist of benchmark application
mixtures as in Table 3, where each mixture includes specified real applications and the sim-large input data sets are
used for running applications.
Fig. 15 shows the performance benefit of our proposed
dynamic task migration with different average task numbers of the applications, compared with our previously
developed algorithm in [12]. The results are normalized
with respect to the total response time of the proposed
algorithm. The total response time estimation algorithm
calculates the waiting time more precisely compared to the
previous waiting time model, and the new region allocation algorithm reduces the free core fragmentation which
improves performance. Our approach achieves up to 7%
reduction in total response time compared to our previous
work published in [12].
Normalized response time
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Fig. 13. The response time comparison with different network sizes
when running random benchmarks. (b) The peak temperature comparison with different network sizes when running random benchmarks.

5.6

Cost Analysis

The runtime cost of the dynamic task migration algorithm
is composed of the algorithm running time and migration
0
overhead.
The algorithm running time is the time for searching the best dark core allocation and best region location.
The migration overhead is the actual migration time of the
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